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Abstract—This study asks questions and elicits answers about the factors that influence E/FL motivation in the Sultanate of Oman from a critical perspective. It triangulates data from semi-structured interviews made with different informants involved in the Omani English language teaching (ELT) system and representing different social, cultural, and academic backgrounds, the Philosophy and Guidelines for the Omani English Language School Curriculum (Nunan, Walton, & Tyacke, 1987) – herewith referred to as the National English Language Policy/Plan (NELP), the pertinent literature and the national textbook Our world Through English (OWTE). The critical discussion has revealed variable ideologies and statements about various factors influencing motivation for learning F/EL. The findings of this study have their direct and important implications for other similar F/EL planning and policy contexts.
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I. ENGLISH IN OMAN

English in the Sultanate of Oman is the only official foreign language. It has been receiving political, economic, and legislative support from the government, which has determined its place on the social hierarchy. It has institutional domains like the mass media, education, and business (Al-Busaidi, 1995). People in Oman learn English for several significant purposes like inter-lingual communication inland and abroad, conducting business, finding a white-collar job, pursuing higher education domestically or abroad, acquiring science and technology and analyzing and understanding the English language cultures. In their Philosophy and Guidelines for the Omani English Language School Curriculum document (Nunan, Walton, & Tyacke, 1987) – herewith referred to as the National English Language Policy/Plan (NELP), the three authors describe English as central to Oman’s continued national development and a pivotal tool for transition and “Omanization” – a process through which gradual replacement of expatriate manpower by Omani qualified and skilled working force occurs. The statistics revealed by the 2010 national census indicate that the number of the expatriate labor force has exceeded 800,000, bearing in mind that the overall population of Oman is about 2.9 million. Most of this relatively cheap workforce comes from countries like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and the Philippines.

In spite of the importance of English as a powerful tool for achieving multiple purposes, students have always exited the Omani system with a poor functional level. Much of this is attributed to motivation, as a powerful factor that drives foreign language learning and success. This study, therefore, attempts to discuss the factors that influence E/FL motivation from an “ideological” perspective. A thorough survey of the literature on F/EL has revealed that no work discussing this issue from an ideological perspective has been carried out or published.

Within this context, the following research questions are asked:
1. What are the key discourses in NELP about the factors influencing motivation?
2. What discourses inform the views of the different informants involved in the Omani ELT system about factors influencing motivation and their role in them?
3. What ideologies inform the views of the different informants involved in the Omani ELT system about factors influencing motivation and their role in them?
4. What are the key discourses in Our World Through English (OWTE) about factors influencing motivation and the role of the teacher in it?
5. What is the role of the teacher in influencing motivation in OWTE?

II. IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSION IN NELP

Nunan et al. (1987) consider language as a “living entity” and not a fact-based school subject, which can be memorized for exam purposes. They consider language learning as a “complex, multifaceted, multifunctional entity” (p. 2)

The authors of NELP believe that one of the goals of the Omani English curriculum should be “To assist students acquire the competence to use English as a vehicle for learning and communication within the classroom, and as a medium of interpersonal communication in situations outside the classroom” (p. 28).
Motivation is one of the most researched complex, critical, dynamic and forceful internal language development factors. Many authors have described it as a key factor and acknowledged and stressed its significance and centrality for successful foreign language learning. Gardner & Lambert (1972), argue that motivation leads to increased effort and energy, enhances cognitive process, increases persistence in learning activities, and leads to improved performance.

Several authors have also linked positive attitudes about studying a foreign language and making effort to excel in it with strong motivation (Ellis, 1997, Gardner, 1985). High motivation has been also directly linked with a high desire to learn autonomously (Dahmardeh & Hunt, 2012). Autonomous learning, in turn, has been highlighted as boosting student’s confidence to overcome learning obstacles (Li & Pan, 2009).

Motivation has been divided into “instrumental” and “integrative” (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). While the former is associated with learning a foreign language for practical goals, the latter is associated with learning to become closer to the target language’s communities, as it is the case the English language today. Motivation has been further classified

Motivation has been divided into “instrumental” and “integrative” (Gardner & Lambert, 1972). While the former is associated with learning a foreign language for practical goals, the latter is associated with learning to become closer to the target language’s communities, as it is the case the English language today. Motivation has been further classified
into “intrinsic” and “extrinsic”. While the former is associated with integrative orientation and learners are motivated to learn a foreign language for its own sake and the enjoyment it provides, the latter is commonly associated with instrumental orientation and the learner is mainly driven by some kind of external reward or fear of punishment, such as achieving better grades or receiving their teacher’s approval.

Motivation has been perceived as a challenging issue facing teachers today (Dahmardeh & Hunt, 2012). Humaida (2012) lists a number of factors that allow for the development of the student’s motivation in English or foreign language learning. He mentions the home environment, school-related success and failure, teachers’ performance, school-wide goals, classroom climate and policies and procedures. In addition, Brown (2007) lists the individual learner, teaching methodology, social interaction, cultural milieu and educational context as factors determining student’s integrative and instrumental motivation. Moreover, Zhao (2012) discusses the teacher, activities and materials, relevance of content and instruction and the classroom environment as external factors affecting motivation. Balaďa (1990) thus places teachers at the heart of language education and values their professionalism. He views them as the sole interpreters of the syllabus that usually embraces and reflects the philosophies and ideologies set by the government, that resemble the close relationship between “… the use of language and power, socioeconomic development, national and local identity, and cultural values” (p. 18).

Petrides (2006) and Li and Pan (2009) suggest that use of communicatively popular and joyful activities play a crucial role in arousing students’ motivation about learning English. Petrides (2006) considers students’ active involvement in a task as a sign of motivation. Petrides discusses the importance of designing a variety of fun activities, new technologies, pictures, objects, signs, attractive visuals aids and the provision of opportunities to help the learners use the language for real life situations and for actual communication. This is in order to help them come across native speaker models either in real life (visits, teleconferencing and e-mails) or through the use of new technologies and available resources. Examples here can be web sites with authentic material. Petrides considers these as materials that can be used to promote motivation in ELT classroom. Costa (2011) suggests that “… the possible uses of technology in the classroom are endless” (p. 210). Shyamlee (2012) also argues that the “21st century is the age of globalization and is important to grasp on various foreign languages and English language comes first” (p. 151). Shyamlee adds that “technological innovations have gone hand in hand with the growth of English and are changing the way we communicate. It is fair to assert that the growth of the internet has facilitated the growth of English language”. (p. 151). Davies and Pearse (2000) and Al-Mamari (2007) thus consider the use of the Internet as positively impacting motivation and learner-centered teaching. Use of advanced technology, hence, is considered to help produce independent learners, who rely less on the teacher, while more on their ability and knowledge. The Internet, thus, has become a necessity in Oman rather than luxury. Almost every house in Muscat particularly has a computer or more and access to the Internet.

Kong (2009) thus stresses the responsibility of teachers as primary motivators of their students through using various and interesting activities, involving new and effective teaching techniques, high performance expectations, appropriate use of rewards, creation of a relaxed and positive learning climate inside the classroom, implementation of cooperative activities and provision of activities for students to experience success.

In an attempt to analyze the use of motivational strategies by English language teachers in Oman, Al-Mahroori, Abrar-Ul-Hassan and Cofie (2012) found that teachers in Oman overwhelmingly endorse motivation strategies related to the teacher’s personal performance in the classroom. Those are promoting learner’s self confidence, recognizing students’ effort and celebrating their success, presenting tasks properly, making learning tasks stimulating, creating a pleasant and relaxed climate in the classroom, familiarizing learners with L2 related values, increasing learners’ goal-orientedness and promoting learner autonomy.

IV. Data Collection and Analysis

The Omani situation under investigation is unique in itself. The aim of this study is thus to expand and generalize a theory and to suggest complexities for further future research, rather than provide statistical generalizations or enumerate frequencies. Multiple sources of evidence interviews – “critical” content analysis, written texts and documents, and the pertinent literature are used to make genuine contributions to the Omani context under investigation.

All these data sources encompass “ideologies” and “discourses” – two key concepts in this paper. Ideologies, as defined by van Dijk (1998) and within the context of this study mainly refer to systems of thoughts and conceptions of the world, and are general, abstract, collective, and socially and historically positioned, developed, produced and reproduced through communication and discourse. Gramsci (1971) views ideologies as articulated via discourses and produced by different social classes and are the result and the product of different social practices and history. Gee (1990) considers texts and discourses as rich sources through which knowledge, ideas, and beliefs about a particular notion are held and revealed, or a situation experienced by a particular person or a group of people.

The major source of data collection in this paper is the 15 informants involved in the Omani ELT system – teachers, inspectors, teacher trainers, school heads, SQU ELT faculty, English Language Curriculum Department (ELCD) officers, SQU Final Year ELT student teachers and Grade 12 students, who were selected on the basis of opportunity sampling technique. The reason for choosing Grade 12 students and SQU Final Year ELT student teachers is because their experience about learning English is longer due to having spent more years in the system. Certain criteria like
gender, age and experience, were kept in mind when selecting the informants, who are all inhabitants of Muscat Area – Oman’s cosmopolitan capital to guarantee ideological diversity. Moreover, factors such as the informants’ linguistic, academic, educational, cultural, and social backgrounds were taken into consideration for the aforementioned reason.

All agents received an interview protocol letter, which states the aim of this research and their role in it. They were further asked to fill out a descriptive information sheet, which requested different personal details pertinent to the study such as age, nationality, academic qualifications, present status, years spent in Oman, languages known and used most, place of and purpose behind learning English, and current use(s) of English. Their consent prior to conducting, tape-recording, and transcribing the interviews was obtained.

All the agents in this study are directly or indirectly involved in ELT. Their diverse but direct and explicit systems of thoughts and conceptions of the world were reflected through their various discourses about ELT (see Table 1).

The three main questions which constructed the semi-structured interviews and aimed at eliciting the informants’ statements about factors influencing motivation in E/FL are:

1. How did you learn English/a foreign language?
2. Why do you think some people learn English better and faster than others?
3. How do you consider English as a school subject within the Omani curriculum?

Other equally significant sources of data are NELP and the pertinent literature. These texts include variable sorts of information that can make a relevant source of data for this study. All these sources of data reveal knowledge, ideas, beliefs, and experiences and are used to contribute to the generation of a hypothesis and construction of a theory about factors influencing F/EL motivation.

The data extracted from the aforementioned sources was analyzed inductively, moving from specific to general and with insufficient knowledge available about the studied phenomenon. The aim behind this was to identify key lexical items structuring the discourses of the informants, NELP and the pertinent literature, and help identify any inter-textual similarities, agreements and harmony. Semantic and syntactic content analyses thus contribute to the author’s general thinking and interpretation and the development of a relevant hypothesis. There is a substantial amount of relevant information about the political, social, and cultural forces influencing motivation about E/FL in the Omani language education system.

To improve quality, reliability and validity, the interview questions were piloted on six volunteers from SQU and the Ministry of Education, who represented different backgrounds and held different experiences, notions, values, perceptions, beliefs and thoughts about factors influencing E/FL motivation.

V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Different themes have emerged from the analysis of the data, which have been inspired by the pertinent literature and NELP. Those are: The environment, media, family, total immersion, work and school.

A. Environment

Informant #1 compares between Adam, her hometown, and Muscat and believes that the latter environment furnishes better chances for language exposure and practice.

For example, when I was in Adam (a small remote village in the interior region of Oman) in my secondary school I didn’t use it [English] at all. I think those who live here in Muscat use it a lot with others, in dealing with others, for example, at big centers, big supermarkets, or other places like that.

The places used as examples by this informant – “big centers” and “big supermarkets” or as they are known today by “hypermarkets” – are often visited by male and female Omani youth, especially during the summer holiday when schools are closed and the weather is very hot with temperatures exceeding 40 degrees centigrade even during the night sometimes. Such places facilitate socialization and social gatherings through the wide array of shopping facilities and experiences they offer.

There is indirect reference made in this informant’s statement to the role intrinsic and extrinsic motivations play in English language practice and use. While the two types of motivation are different, they can exist side by side in an individual.

B. Media

Informant #2 claims that she learned English through variable sources. “I learned English through reading some books … I also learned it from the TV and from the radio”. Similarly, informant #3 believes he learned English through channels external to the school and teacher “I learned English through watching TV, series, movies and reading books”.

These informants learned English because they had a variety of sources to acquire the target language from. Such sources can contribute to students’ oral and written English language development. In addition, such sources mostly presented the target language through fun and entertainment. These informants were intrinsically motivated to acquired English in a pressure and anxiety-free environment and through the use of accessible tools and ones which they presumably enjoyed using most beyond the school and classroom boundaries and with minimal or no interference from the teacher.

C. Family
Informant #4 looks at motivation from a broader angle. She thinks that the family and the home environment have a major and supportive role to play in driving and fostering motivation about acquiring English language leading to linguistic development.

If a child is learning English, for example, let’s say like in Oman, and they’re just doing a sort of five classes of English a week … and they go back to their home environment, they have either family or people working in the home environment, who actually use English as a medium of communication. Then, I think naturally that child is going to have more exposure to the language and is going to pick up the language faster and more easily than a child in the same class, who goes back into an environment where there is no English spoken; there’s no exposure to English either through people working in the house, parents talking in English, radio being listened to, films being watched, there are no books around at home. Then, I think it would be naturally more demanding for that child to learn English at the same rate as the other child.

There are a number of effective out-of-classroom target language learning strategies mentioned here.

Informants #2, #3 and #4 highlighted the role of materials and sources that include a high degree of the culture(s) of the target language. Examples have been the media, books and the native speaker.

Reference is being made to the role of the family in providing a stress and control-free environment for accessing the target language and positively impacting the students’ motivation. The role of the family in language maintenance is also considered important. English here is seen as one of the languages that can be maintained by the families in Oman, as it is the case with Arabic and the several indigenous languages, for example.

It is further interesting to note that informant #4 is very familiar with the structure and functions of the Omani society, as she has been in Oman for over 25 years and worked as a teacher of different levels in different areas of the Sultanate until she became an Inspector. However, it is interesting to note that she is using the “radio” and reading “books” as examples of exposure to language. I argued above that such sources of language exposure are not as commonly used as three or four decades ago, especially in Muscat the capital. However, this informant mentioned “exposure to English either through people working in the house”. Reference here is being made to servants. Almost all middle-class families in Oman in general and in Muscat in particular recruit female servants from India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and the Philippines. This expatriate labor force mostly uses English as a medium of communication. English is, therefore, used for inter-lingual communication purposes even by the non-Arab tourists and visitors. It bridges the linguistic gap between the Omani and the non-Arab guest workers.

Informant #5 thus states that she acquired her English at home. “I used to speak English at home with my sisters and brothers and with the maids. So the whole environment at home was English”. This informant has the power to influence her student teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about using English all the time with their students in the classroom. She can do this through transmitting her personal experience to them.

Another natural source of language exposure and practice leading to motivation consolidation and highlighted by the last two informants is the housemaids or the servants. This informant comes from a high class family. Such families in Oman and the neighboring Gulf countries usually hire more than one servant from the aforementioned countries at the same time and opt for those with a certain level of education and experience to ensure provision of the best care for their children.

D. Total Immersion

Informant #6 looks at the environment from the total immersion perspective. She lived in Hungary for three years and learned Hungarian as she was immersed in the culture and the language. “I learned Hungarian in three year. I lived in Hungary so I was immersed in the culture and the language. I spent a lot of time with Hungarians, who could not speak a lot of English”. This informant is an outgoing, self-confident, and motivated person with positive attitudes, who adopted an out-of-classroom strategy through mixing with the natives of the language and sought interaction and practice opportunities to reach her appropriate goal of mastering a foreign language.

On the contrary, informant #7 describes her experience in learning French in USA, which included the element of anxiety. However, she thinks that she leaned French better when she lived there for some time and mixed with the natives of the country.

When I learned French I wasn’t that fluent. When I went to France and lived there my French improved really a lot. But when I was in the United States I was afraid I would make mistakes if I talked French or people would laugh at me.

This informant suffered from a psychological strain represented in anxiety and poor confidence, which has impacted her motivation. She was afraid of being evaluated negatively by the people.

E. Work

Informant #8 believes that a foreign language is learnt better and faster for reasons associated with instrumental motivation. He thinks that “there are a few factors here. There’s motivation … for jobs … for a career … for more money”. All the reasons provided here are goal-governed and economically-driven. The same informant (#8) believes that working with French made him acquire a native-speaker like ability. He learned the language formally and acquired it through social contact. These two channels of exposure to the target language helped him develop a native-speaker like competence. He perceives his situation as very closely resembling the Omani students’ situation about learning English for job purposes.
I also had some French and my French now is much better. I was more or less like a native speaker at one stage, because I was working in the language. I was working in French, attending meetings in French. That was the key thing – having to use the language.

Informant #9 also advocates the concept of instrumental motivation using his own experience. “Now, if you look at people, for example, the drivers or the cleaners and the salesmen. These people learn Arabic fast because it is a necessity for their job”. These laborers in Oman mainly come from India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. While few Omanis speak Hindi or Urdu, none speaks Bengali. Acquisition of and communication in Arabic for the Indians, Pakistanis and Bengalis is hence driven entirely by instrumental motivation.

Thus, informant #10 looks at the Omani students as lacking instrumental motivation and that it is affecting the Sultanate’s economic growth. English is necessary for national development and for bringing about positive social change.

Students don’t understand why this language is taught in the country, in spite of the fact that Oman’s revenue come possibly from 90%-95% … from those who use English in their work places, and English is very important in all industries, business and a number of other professions in Oman. It is really important for those students to know why it is taught in the country and its importance in the labor market, which is the future of this country. Unfortunately many kids are not aware of it at all.

This informant is in a position to influence positive policy implementation through educating the students he meets with when he accompanies his student teachers to their practicum. He can also advise his student teachers to play the same role as his with their students at school. As a teacher trainer, he is a powerful socialization agent and an individual, who possesses substantial sanctioning power over his student teachers.

This informant, who has received his school education in Zanzibar where English enjoys an official status, examined and investigated in his Doctorate thesis the place of English in the private sector and what future lies ahead for English. His mention of the industrial and economic role of English is directly influenced by the study he has conducted in 1995.

The mention of “industries” and “business” here indicates the importance of English for business and technology and working in these two fields. This appears evident from his reference to the “labor market”. Oman needs acquisition of technology since it is fundamental for business and industry development. Oman is not an industrial country, but it has trade links with the world, which largely uses English for trade and business transactions. In the age of globalization and where the world is shrinking and becoming one small village, Oman cannot live in isolation from the rest of the world.

Informant #11 believes that students in Oman do not see the relevance of English for socioeconomic purposes.

They [the students] should be aware of the current situation. They don’t know really why they are learning English. They should be enlightened with the current situation because you know the English language is very important nowadays for someone to get a job in our country. These things should be discussed with the students.

This informant, who has highly positive attitudes towards learning English has been learning it for the past 13 years and his social contacts with the various students have made him believe that many of them still cannot see the relevance of English. Being a future English teacher and someone who has decided to work in ELT, he believes that English is very important for getting a job. This informant has instrumental motivation and is aware of the important role of English to the extent that he has been to an English speaking country already to improve his English proficiency.

F. School

Those who see the relevance of English are the ones who see it through the lenses of passing exams with high marks. Exams as an indication of success in second language learning present a big problem to the Omani students. Informant #12 thinks that “students do not learn English for the sake of learning a language. Rather, it is just to pass the examinations”.

Informant #4 states that “teachers train for the exams” and that “the whole nature of the exam system is an absolute fuss and it reflects badly when they are [the students] at Grade 12”. This is the case in Oman where some teachers give private tutorials/lessons to Grade 12 students whose parents can afford the fees and are willing to invest in tutoring in order to prepare their children specifically for the exam. The fees can reach as high as U.S. $30-40 per student per hour. This even occurs sometimes during school hours and applies to subject s like Arabic Language, Maths, Chemistry, Physics and Biology. Teachers giving these kinds of lessons, and those teaching at public schools too, usually use past exam papers to train the students to answer the end-of-semester exam questions.

Informant #13 critically describes the way he was taught English and the level he had reached.

We are learning English strictly for exam purposes. I can translate in writing, but I wouldn’t be able to talk, despite the fact I have good vocabulary. This is what we miss today, the modern way of teaching English. There has to be a kind of solution to this problem. It cannot be solved through our curriculum. This is of course the concern and the responsibility of the educational system, not ours.

Higher education institutions in Oman, almost like anywhere else in the world, accept those with the highest scores in Grade 12 exams. Exam score is critical for a student’s career path and future earnings. Public higher education institutions implement this policy more religiously than the private institutions due to the limited available seats at the different undergraduate academic institutions.
Thus, informant #14 thinks that “students should be motivated by their parents, by the society, by the headmaster, and by the academicians”. She further thinks that “schools should hold a school council and invite parents to attend and discuss the problems related to their children”. The role of the society, hence, in accepting and understanding the values of English is important in facilitating successful language education implementation. Societies influence language spread and maintenance perhaps as much as governments do. Involving parents in such forums can positively impact the English language policy implementation. Language change is primarily concerned with bringing about positive change to the society.

There are, however, some Omani parents, who do not work in English. There are also many parents who cannot read and write, or can read but not write. There are additionally many parents, who cannot even speak Arabic fluently. There are also many parents, who live in areas in Oman, where exposure to English is extremely limited or hardly exists. Moreover, there are many parents, who are a product of Quranic schools, or who have never been to school themselves. Furthermore, there are parents, who prefer to see their children find a job immediately after completing Grade 12 for economic reasons. Parents with this level of literacy, education, circumstances, attitudes and perceptions surely cannot contribute to their children’s awareness or motivation.

It is noteworthy that some schools in Oman hold councils and invite parents to meet with teachers. However, discussions mostly revolve around students’ achievement and the marks they have scored in their tests. Another aim for such councils is to raise funds to help construct various projects related to the school premises. Such meetings are usually held once every semester or once a year.

Informant #11 states that “at school we learned English compulsory, not for interest. We studied grammar rules. We had to read books at school, activity and pupil books”.

This informant has instrumental and intrinsic motivation and has opted for becoming an English teacher. He is apparently enjoying what he is doing and learning at present. As an ELT student teacher, who has been exposed to different educational, social and psychological theories of teaching and learning, he has developed a firm belief about the key role of motivation for activating learning, especially in EFL contexts, where the uses and values of learning English are not visible. His critical statement is based upon his reflection on his personal knowledge and experience as a school student and college student, which have shaped his ideologies.

Informant #10 believes that English is one of the least popular subjects because the students fail to see its communicative and functional value and fail to use it interactively.

Most students are just surviving from day to day wanting the hours to go as quickly as possible. Most of them have lots of problems with their English. While language is for communication they fail to communicate even simple sentences. As a result, due to lack of success these students lose interest, lack motivation and as a result it is not one of the loved subjects in many schools in Oman.

This informant is describing Omani students of English as “demotivated” and “amotivated”, who have lost their interest in learning the language and have no goals and motivation to make any move due to lack of self-esteem and interactive use and practice of the target language.

Informant #15 thus believes that students fail to see the significance of English for communicative purposes due to the fact that it is just another fact-based-like school subject, which they need to pass and forget about after leaving school. “Students have to memorize it, pass the test and forget it … English is not seen as means of communication, but like any other fact-based subject. Some students see it as a mountain or a hurdle that should be really overcome”.

The last two informants have been teaching at SQU for over 20 years. They taught English at different schools and institutes prior to obtaining their Ph.D. They have been involved in different activities and technical committees about ELT at SQU and beyond, which have exposed them to sufficient ELT theory and practice. They are aware that students at SQU are indifferent from those at school in terms of possessing extrinsic motivation that strongly influence their way of perceiving English. Many faculties at SQU concentrate on short tests (quizzes) and give them a distinct edge over continuous assessment. Such tests gauge students’ memory rather than their cognitive skills, which is typical of education in the Arab World and which contradict the aims of progressive and humanistic education. Such a situation further negatively impacts the preparation of national manpower for the local and global job markets in an ever evolving, demanding and challenging economic world almost entirely driven by globalization and internationalization.

VI. IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSION IN OWTE

Language in OWTE is described as communication, “that is giving and receiving information” (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 2) and that “speaking is the most common form of communication” (Teacher’s Guide, Preparatory Level, p. 37). Both books claim that language is used mainly for three functions: “descriptions, narratives and instructions” (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 3). There is no place here for literary language.

Knowledge goes from the teacher to the children … the teacher exposes the children to the new language … sometimes actions or realia are used to help understanding … later in the lesson when the teacher is sure that most of the children understand what they have heard, they are given the chance to produce language about the topic … it is important that you use as much English as possible … if you do, you may find your children learn more from you than from their books (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 2).
Teachers are invited to go beyond the Teacher’s Guide and bring some of their own experience and knowledge to the classroom, even though this is more confined to the experienced teachers. “If you are a new teacher follow the procedure in the Teacher’s Guide very closely. Do the same if you are using a new book. If you do this, you will achieve the aims of the lesson” (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 31). Even the experienced teachers are allowed to supplement the textbook and go beyond the Teacher’s Guide under certain conditions represented in completing the syllabus. “It is important … that you complete the syllabus as this is what you test” (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 33).

Sometimes the Teacher’s Book makes suggestions for extra activities. You must decide how you spend this time … with a difficult lesson and a weak class you will need to find some extra time perhaps by omitting some easy steps or even by using extra lessons … once you have used a Teacher’s Book from start to finish, you are free to adapt it or even use different texts or tasks as long as you achieve the same aims … you must plan any changes very carefully. Your inspector, for good reasons, may insist that you follow the Teacher’s Book exactly (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 33-34).

Teachers are not in a position to make decisions inside the Omani classrooms and resort to their creative and innovative skills. Adapting to such a rigidly controlled situation is considered a priority and has an edge over the learning process and quality of delivery, which makes teachers appear as lacking teaching skills and advocates conventional teaching methods, and hence, demotivates the learners.

The Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level (1997-98) states that learners learn when they are enjoying themselves and finding things out for themselves, or via discovery learning. In other words, there is emphasis laid on autonomous learning where students actively and dynamically take initiatives and direct and regulate their learning, make decisions about their learning, think independently, manipulate knowledge and create meaning with minimum reference to the teacher. This is bound to prepare students to become life-long and autonomous learners, who possess higher motivation leading to producing better and more effective work.

However, the Teacher’s Guide, Preparatory Level (1997-98) encourages teachers to collect texts and articles related to the topics of the textbook and present them in a simplified language. The incredible and rapid growth of knowledge at present, particularly via the Internet and the press, necessitates its introduction to the students. Such control over knowledge can reflect badly on the teacher’s image in terms of his/her depth and breadth of knowledge, and hence, demotivates the students.

OWTE thus contains simplified listening tasks, a few songs and rhymes on the accompanying tape, which attempt to stress certain lexical and structural aspects of the lesson or topic introduced. The tasks, which contain a native speaker, are primarily for the students to listen to and try and model their pronunciation. In other words, OWTE restricts access to the native speaker. The students listen to the mandated textbook’s language and voice more through the carefully controlled presentation of the teacher. There is more or less a cycle through which the activities are used repetitively, which has been a demotivating factor for English learners.

Teachers are given freedom but within a predefined and strict limits and parameters. Cultural appropriateness still serves colonizing the students’ minds and values so as to produce domesticated natives, who think within limits and acquire predefined knowledge, but do not critique or examine, which is bound to contribute to the students’ demotivation and amotivation.

VII. DISCUSSION

Motivation, as found in the literature and NELP, is a significant factor in the development of the target language. Several internal and external factors have been found powerfully influencing motivation to acquire and learn a language of wider communication like English, for example, and hence, impact positive policy implementation. Gholami, Abd Rahman and Mustapha (2012) thus support schools taking students on expedition tours and arranging workshops for them to help increase their motivation through providing them with genuine opportunities to listen to and speak the target language. Yuan (2011) considers the students’ awareness about the role of the second language for future career as a motivating factor. Benson (1991) suggests that students’ rejection of instrumental motivation is an indication of the way they perceive English as not playing any vital role in their lives. Within the same vein, Ngeow (1998) argues that if students do not perceive English as relevant and transferable to other situations, learning to them will become meaningless and their motivation to acquire the target language will decrease. Students, therefore, and according to Warrington and Jeffrey (2005) need to see English as an international language, which is used widely by native and non-native speakers and one which stretches beyond national boundaries to help its users achieve multiple significant aims. Kachru (1986) suggests that English has “material parameter” where it is considered as a “tool for mobility, economic gains and social status” (p. 130). English, hence, is “… functionally attractive” and provides “… access to higher education” (de Klerk 1999, p. 316).

Moreover, Gholami et al. (2012) highlight the significance of the TV, radio and newspapers as rich sources that provide comprehensible input and variable exposure to the target language and the native speaker. This, according to Gholami et al., is bound to motivate the learners about learning English. The concept and definition of TV has changed today. The vast number of free-to-air and paid channels broadcasted in English has redefined the role of TV. There is a much bigger variety of channels in English to choose from than it was the case around two decades ago. There is almost
everything for every taste, age and background, which can drive people’s intrinsic motivation to acquire authentic language while at the same time enjoying themselves. The same applies to the printed word in English, which has become available electronically and has become more accessible than ever. Various newspapers and magazines are available online for Internet users to browse, and hence, develop their linguistic and repertoire. Several authors have stressed the interlocking relationship between language and culture and how the two strongly complement one another (Jiang, 2000; Peterson & Coltrane, 2003). Scarcella and Oxford (1992), therefore, state that “motivation often leads learners to use a variety of learning strategies that can develop greater skill in language learning” (p. 191). Schools, therefore, can be considered as powerful socialization and enculturation agencies that can have their own agendas through which they shape students’ ideologies for better or worse.

Tuan (2011) found that lack of self-confidence is a demotivating factor in learning English. Teachers, according to Zhao (2012), are thus responsible for helping students to overcome such feelings and develop their self-confidence through helping them to build up positive perceptions about themselves and create motivational conditions in the classroom. Al-Bulushi and Al-Issa (2012) highlight the pivotal role of teachers in English as a foreign language contexts, like the Omani one, in encouraging, guiding, directing, advising and helping their students to improve their productive or active language capacity through adopting strategies that engage them in using the productive skills of the target language, which can have positive implications for their self-confidence and motivation.

However, Al-Toubi (1998) and Al-Issa (2010) argue that the curriculum is rigidly controlled and does not provide sufficient room for spoken language and integration of the four skills, gives usage and product an edge over use and process, and lacks both authentic materials and communicative language practice activities. Al-Alawi (1994) and Al-Hammami (1999) are thus critical of the education system in Oman and describe it as authoritative, rigid, and highly centralized. Both authors found that the Ministry of Education governs and controls the teaching methods used by the teachers. Al-Alawi (1994) further found that restrictions imposed upon the teachers to use the Teacher’s Guide have had an influence on the teaching methods they have employed. Moreover, Al-Toubi (1998) found that the curriculum is implemented in a top-down mode. Al-Toubi argues that this has made it very difficult for teachers to engage in any kind of change or innovation.

Al-Toubi (1998) further found that the exam-based system is one of the reasons behind the students’ poor level in English in Oman. He concludes that this has negative implications for the students’ language development. Al-Issa (2010) argues that exams in Oman encourage and demand production of information in masses, while ignore proficiency. According to Shor and Freire (1987), education conducted in this manner is much more controllable and facilitates quantitative measurement learning. They view this as coming at the expense of developing the right thinking skills. Performance-based tests as opposed to criterion-referenced tests and mastery of content and achievement grades have always powerfully affected the students’ and teachers’ performance and motivation in the Omani ELT system (Al-Issa, 2010). Dove (1986) acknowledges that the pressures applied on the teachers by examinations restrict the teachers’ conceptions of their responsibilities as professionals. Dove (1986) acknowledges that examinations are a major influence on how teachers interpret the curriculum. Gardner (1985) comments that having to learn English because it is another school subject on the curriculum cannot be considered as any kind of motivation and that it is this situation that best describes why students at school fail to perform well in English and meet the expected standards. Norris-Holt (2001) establishes a link between communicating successfully using the target language and the feeling of sense of accomplishment student develops accordingly. Li and Pan (2009) additionally state that “… students who have no success in the process of learning English may give up their learning behaviors which may lead to their failure in exams” (p. 127). Research has shown that there is significantly positive correlation between motivation in learning English and proficiency on the one hand and achievement on the other hand (Choosri & Intharaska, 2011). Teachers, thus, have a significant role to play here through recognizing their learners’ effort, no matter how little and limited and celebrate their success, as lack of this can demotivate students (Tuan, 2011). Oxford and Ehrman (1993) state that research shows that “… students who are more motivated develop stronger overall L2 proficiency” (p. 191).

Accordingly, Al-Issa (2010) criticizes the teaching methodology in Omani schools for being very formal and emphasizing a largely passive role for students with an emphasis on rote learning. Ma and Ma (2012) stress that students feel highly motivated “… when their wants and needs are taken into account and when they have their voices heard by others” (p. 841). On the contrary, “compulsory” English learning, according to Tuan (2011), is a demotivating factor in ELT. Oxford and Ehrman (1993) claim that “motivation encourages greater overall effort on the part of the language learners and typically results in greater success in terms of language proficiency and achievement” (p. 191). Research has shown that there is a positive relationship between higher proficiency level and positive attitudes and motivation to learn English (Ming, Ling & Jaafar, 2011). Martin and Midgley (1991) suggest that “mastery learning” enhances students’ motivation to learn. Mastery learning is a type of learning based on practice through which students develop the ability to apply knowledge in the real world. The two authors consider the educational policies responsible for emphasizing this. Oxford and Ehrman (1993) claim that “if language activities are perceived as irrelevant or uninteresting … the learner might tune out or lower the level of involvement” (p. 191).

It is thus interesting to note that the Teacher’s Guide, Preparatory Level (1997-98) confines the collection of texts and articles to the topics in the textbook. Topics still have the upper hand in the classroom. Emphasis is still laid on the
selective traditions” (Williams, 1989) and “interested knowledge” (Pennycook, 1989), which guarantee the transmission of certain values, beliefs and traditions through the target language.

Textbooks within the Omani ELT context, as it is the case with many other contexts worldwide, typically guarantee transmission of selective traditions and interested knowledge and that all students receive common and fundamental knowledge through exposure to certain authorized and prescribed texts (Luke, de Castell & Luke, 1989), which focus largely on the local culture, and hence, hinders the nurturing of integrative motivation. Language, hence, becomes subservient to knowledge and culture. Textbooks, in a context like Oman’s, as it is the case in many other contexts round the world, are sacred, have supremacy over the teacher and students and are targeted to the entire student population, which makes them an economic commodity. Apple (1993) claims that standardized textbooks have an ideological dimension as they help teachers overcome problems related to large classrooms, as it is the case in Oman, where classrooms comprise of a minimum of 35 mixed-ability students and are not conducive for language learning. Tuan (2011) considers classroom atmosphere or environment as one of the significant English language learning demotivating factors.

Moreover, textbook production is an economic aspect of education. Textbooks are produced in masses and are targeted to all students without any exceptions and regardless of their backgrounds, age, needs, interests, wants, motivation, skills and abilities. Textbooks are devices for putting ideas and beliefs above criticism (Olsen, 1989) and are tools for transmitting cultural, political and economic ideologies of the elite (Havelock, 1989). Freire (1970) describes this as the “banking” concept whereby teachers “deposit” knowledge taken from the dominant culture in the minds of their students, which is particularly the case in Oman. Textbooks, therefore, should not be seen as the only source of language and as a central part of the ELT process that activate motivation, particularly that “… the OWTE materials have been written so that the average child will be aware of his progress as he uses them” (Teacher’s Guide, Elementary Level, p. 2).

The quality of general and higher education in general in the Arab World in general and the Gulf countries in particular, which Oman is a part of, has been thus criticized by the World Bank development report released in 2008 on the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) countries and by Al-Dhafiry (2003) and Al-Suwaidi (2010) respectively for being “low”, “background” and one which has failed so far to bridge the gap between the economic needs and educational objectives. This has subsequently caused it to fall behind other regions in the world and lead to an unemployment crisis (Maroun, Samman, Moujaes & Abouchakra, 2008). It has further given foreign skilled labor particularly from Indian, Pakistani and Bangladeshi an edge over their Gulf counterparts in terms of filling the available jobs (Al-Suwaidi, 2010).

The World Bank development report criticizes education in the MENA countries for focusing more on encouraging memorization and transmission of facts, repetition of definitions, passive reception of knowledge, acquisition of declarative knowledge at the expense of procedural knowledge, textbook dependency, didactic, adoption of teacher-centeredness. On the contrary, it has paid limited attention to significant issues pertinent to progressive education like individual differences in the classroom, interactive learning, student-centeredness, and introduction and development of higher-order cognitive skills. This is bound to negatively impact high productivity and rapid economic growth.

Akkari (2004) thus argues that students in the MENA countries need to be taught technical skills like problem solving, critical thinking, innovation, creativity and cooperation in order to “… function effectively in tomorrow’s world” (p. 151) and gradually reduce the high unemployment rates amongst Grade 12 graduates (Gonzalez, Karoly, Constant, Salem & Goldman, 2008). Furthermore, unemployment rates are high amongst Grade 12 graduates. Gonzalez et al., (2008) attribute this to “lack of skills and competencies necessary for productive work” (p. 165). One of these necessary skills and competencies is obviously the English language.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This study critically investigated factors underlying E/FL motivation with a particular reference to the Omani ELT context. The paper triangulated data from different semi-structured interviews made with different informants involved in the Omani ELT system, NELP, OWTE and the pertinent literature.

The findings have revealed that ELT theory and practice within the Omani ELT education system are moving in two parallel lines. This can negatively influence preparing competent Omani English language users, who can contribute to effective implementation of Omanization.

Having said that, proficiency in English language, as it is the case with any foreign language is complex and motivation lies at the heart of it. The discussion has revealed that there is an urgent and pressing need for bridging the ideological gap between ELT theory and practice in Oman on the one hand and between those involved in constructing the ELT policies and those who implement them on the other. The findings and discussion have revealed that the informants have variable degrees of knowledge, experience and power stemming from their different social interactions and positions, which can have variable degrees of influence on policy implementation, but which can be directly and indirectly oppressed and suppressed in a rigidly controlled and centralized context, which slams the door in the face of change, creativity and innovation.

The ELT filed has evolved at an incredible pace over the past few decades and witnessed the rise and fall of various teaching and learning theories, which lays additional responsibilities over the policy makers’ shoulders to keep abreast
with these changes and challenges to help produce linguistically adequate Omanis with a capacity to fulfill the needs and meet the expectations and demands of the ever economically-driven world.

APPENDIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Years in Oman</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grade 12 Student</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td></td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Public School Head</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible for running public schools and implementing school and ministerial policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Public Education Teacher</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Jordanian</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Teach English to and assess public school students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Private Education Inspector</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Inspect quality of ELT instruction in private schools and design and run in-service courses for ELT teachers in private schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SQU College of Education Lecturer</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teach ELT methodology and teaching practice to third and fourth year ELT specialists and supervise practicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Private Education Teacher</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Teach English to and assess private school students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ELCD Assistant Director</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible for administrative tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ELCD Chief Inspector</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Responsible for ELT inspectors throughout Oman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Public Education Inspector</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Inspect quality of ELT instruction in public schools and participate in running in-service courses for ELT teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SQU College of Arts Assistant Professor</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teach English language and English literature to second, third and fourth year ELT specialists and supervise practicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SQU Student Teacher</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>SQU Final Year</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Teach English to and assess public school students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ELCD Curriculum Officer</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Omani</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible for Curriculum and syllabus design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Public School Head</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Egyptian</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Responsible for running public schools and implementing school and ministerial policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Private Education Inspector</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Inspect quality of ELT instruction in private schools and design and run in-service courses for ELT teachers in private schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>SQU College of Arts Associate Professor</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Sudanese</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Teach English language and English literature to second, third and fourth year ELT specialists and supervise practicum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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